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RaDiatoRS

Owner Mark commissioned 

exact copies of HRC race-

kit radiators for his RC45

FoRKS

HRC-spec Showa forks as 

used by John McGuinness 

and Ryuichi Kiyonari on 

their Fireblades

HRC Kit PaRtS

The bike is smothered in HRC

race-kit parts, but the magnesium

clutch and alternator covers are

exceptionally rare

bRaKeS

Brembo X99 monoblock 

four-pad calipers, as used

by top TT and BSB riders

and cost £4000-a-pair
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btanium
...is how most people would describe this carbon-clad HRC-kitted RC45, but 

not committed owner Mark Smith who’s scoured the globe for rare parts

engine

Engine had been already

blueprinted but Tony Scott,

who rebuilt the top end with

HRC valve springs



RC45 SPECIAL

 M 
Y FIRST BIKE was 
an RC45,’ explains 
Mark Smith, as was 
his second – this 
stunning, carbon-

draped, meticulously detailed RC45.
 Ten years ago, at the tender age of 

23, his bike nut of an older brother, 
Dean, told him his mate was selling 
a bike and that Mark had to buy it, 
saying he’d never lose money on it.

Thing is the bike was a Honda 
RVF750R RC45, the asking price was 
£8000 and Mark didn’t have a bike 
licence or any plans to take the test. 
He still bought the bike, though.

‘The bike sat as an ornament in the 
house for a while,’ explains the farrier 
(horse shoe fi tter to you and I). ‘About 
a year later I took my test and my fi rst 
road bike was the RC45.’

From not knowing anything about 
Honda’s V4 homologation endurance 
racer, Mark has become an RC45 
obsessive, though he didn’t do 
anything but ‘put a load of miles on it,’ 
says Mark, of his fi rst bog-stock bike. 
He sold it seven years ago to raise 
money for the RC45 you see here. 

This RC45 was the former 
demonstrator for Carbontek – a 
now-defunct carbon parts and Honda 
modding specialists. Mark’s second 
V4 had carbon bodywork, Marchesini 
wheels, Brembo brakes and a 
Yoshimura pipe. It also had a very 

mid-90s shellsuit paintjob, all fl uoro 
orange and bright blue on white, plus 
almost 200 blue anodised fasteners.
‘I weighed them in for scrap,’ says 
Mark. But it wasn’t blue bolts that 
sealed the deal, it was the 122bhp 
Tony Scott blueprinted engine. 

The Lancashire-based tuner has 
been regularly featured in PB, having 
made a name for himself, among the 
biking public anyway, by building 
the quickest and most reliable Honda 
V4 racers around. It was stories 
in PB about Scott that added the 
word ‘blueprinting’ to the British 
vocabulary, where an engine is rebuilt 
to the exact tolerances prescribed by 
the design engineer – the many small 
gains adding to one big one.

‘I had an idea that I would make 
a full HRC replica, but people kept 
telling me I couldn’t because I’d 
never fi nd all the bits,’ remembers 
Mark. ‘In the end I rang up Phillip 
McCallen, who was brilliant. He said 
that because he had a soft-spot for 
RC45s, he’d give my number to his 
old mechanic. I didn’t hear anything 
for two weeks, then Dennis Willey 
rang me up. He had worked for Rumi 
Honda and had built McCallen’s TT-
winning RC45s and Fogarty’s WSB 
RC30s. I told him what I wanted and 
he said, “Why not?”’

Dennis advised Mark to speak 
to Tony Scott. Mark rang him, 

explaining that the bike had already 
been blueprinted, but he wanted it 
built to TT-race spec. Even though he 
was semi-retired, Scott agreed to take 
on the work. ‘When I’ve told people 
that Tony Scott built the engine they 
ask how I talked him into it, but I 
think it was because he knew he had 
already done a lot of the hard work, 
all the blueprinting.’

Mark was given a list of parts: HRC 
race-kit items that were rare and very 
expensive when new 20 years ago 
and which had become even harder 
to track down today. Unobtainable is 
how a lot of people would describe 
these kinds of parts, but it’s often only 
a matter of how badly you want them. 
And Mark wanted them rather badly.

ABOVE

Mark’s only ever 
owned two bikes, 
both have been 
RC45s. Lucky 
man. Interesting 
fact, he earns his 
living by fi tting 
shoes to horses. 
‘There are more 
farriers around 
than you’d think,’ 
he says

TAIL UNIT

Stock RC45 units are 

prone to spider cracking 

around the top bolts, so 

John Corrin added an extra 

layer of carbon and kevlar 

reinforcement to this

BST WHEELS

BST wheels are carbon f bre, 

of course. Mark specif ed 

black bolts rather than the 

usual stainless items



‘People don’t like selling the kind 
of parts I was after because they’re so 
rare and they think they might need 
them, so they stockpile them. It was 
frustrating, but now I’m the same.’

Mark started scouring the internet 
for parts with the tell-tale NL5 part 
numbers. He found HRC cams and 
an airbox, then a wiring loom and 
Honda PGM-FI controller. Tony had 
initially told Mark that he never used 
to fit HRC valve springs to the engines 
he worked on, so that was one group 
of parts he didn’t need to find. Then, 
after the engine had been built, Tony 
couldn’t get rid of a nagging thought. 
‘He had looked back at his notes from 
the 1990s and couldn’t remember 
100% if he had fitted HRC valve 
springs or not,’ explains Mark.

The engine was still a very fit 
mid-90s V4, but Mark knew what 
he wanted. If that meant stripping 
the top-end and searching for HRC 
valve springs, he was going to do it. 
And when he finally tracked down 
the 16 valve springs, which had done 
50 miles, they set him back £500. 
The finished motor made 146bhp on 
Gunster’s dyno in Grimsby, but with 
the fuelling set-up for road riding, not 
all-out power, it still made 141bhp.

ABOVE

Translogic dash 
is a worthy 
substitute for an 
incredibly rare 
HRC display. Fluid 
reservoirs are 
mounted mid-
yoke for racy look 
  
LEFT

Rear axle is a copy 
of an unobtainable 
HRC item. Tiny 
grub screw is the 
only clue that it’s 
not a race-kit part  

Other parts came from all over 
Europe and Japan. A 1000-mile-
in-a-day road trip saw Mark come 
back from France with a load of 
components, including the very rare, 
HRC 24-litre tank. According to Mark 
this tank was made for the 1994 
season but then banned because it 
restricted the steering lock so much. 
But then it is a race part.

The fuel tank is a good example of 
HRC’s frustrating practice of making 
one kit part work with another, 
but not the original part. As Mark 
explains, ‘Having 90% of the HRC 
parts is no good if you’re missing 
one, they won’t work together.’ For 
example, the HRC kit tank doesn’t fit 
over the road bike’s original air box. 
But, as ever, Mark’s made it work.

The frame has also been re-
polished and looks great against the 
black of the tank and the black carbon 
fairing. The RC45 had been loaned to 
another of Mark’s brothers to ride for 
the summer. He lived close to the sea 
and the salt air started to attack the 
bare frame. At least it shows the bike 
has not become a precious ornament. 

Mark then bought a full fairing to 
replace the garishly painted one it had 
come with, but sadly it didn’t fit.

RighT

HRC-spec Showa 
forks are £12,000 
brand-new. Mark 
managed to pick 
these up for £4000 

BELOw

Carbon intake 
tubes took John 
Corrin three 
weeks to perfect

Radial master cylinder is Brembo 16 RCS

Magnesium engine covers are very rare
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rc45 special

left

Rads are exact 
HRC replicas

above

Fuel filler needed 
nine bolt holes to 
match HRC tank  

top Right

Alloy headlight 
and clock bracket 
is HRC item

Right

Rear shock is one 
of the few stock 
components  to 
avoid the cull

screen

screen is one of the many 

factory parts Mark has 

managed to source. ‘i love  

the thrill of the chase,’ he says

Parade laP

Mark has kept the number 53 

sticker the bike wore during 

a parade lap at the isle of 

Man classic TT. ‘it was a bit 

daunting,’ says Mark



SPECIFICATION                     
MARK’S HONDA RVF750R RC45

ENGINE |||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Tony Scott high-compression pistons; 
HRC cams; HRC valve springs; full Tony 
Scott blueprinted engine build with all 
components balanced and matched; 
Tony Scott valves; HRC intake trumpets; 
HRC magnesium engine covers; Bora 
HRC-replica radiators; HRC engine 
management; PGM-F1 ignition box; 
HRC air box.

CHASSIS ||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Polished frame; HRC rear subframe; 
HRC kit swingarm; BST carbon-f bre 
wheels; Metzeler Racetec K3 tyres; 
Showa HRC forks; titanium front wheel 
spindle; HRC yokes; Projection clip-ons;  
rear shock; Brembo X99 monoblock 
four-pad calipers; Brembo RCS brake 
and clutch master cylinders; Brembo 
span adjuster; Brembo discs; HEL brake 
lines with Staubli dry-break connectors; 
Carbontek billet caliper; Translogic 
dash; HRC 24-litre tank; VKS Corrinaldi 
1999-spec RC45 carbon fairing and seat 
unit; ‘factory’ screen; carbon-f bre RC45 
front mudguard; VKS Corrinaldi intake 
tubes; HRC Endurance headlight; RCD 
rearsets; HRC-replica endurance-style 
fairing brackets; Shorai Li-Po battery; 
modif ed HRC loom; titanium fasteners.

Mark had to chalk that one up to 
experience. Then his brother put 
him in touch with John Corrin. John 
has had a couple of amazing specials 
featured in PB, such as the carbon-
clad Yamaha-Banshee-powered   
RS250 (May 2013). He made all the 
gorgeous carbon for the RS himself 
and runs carbon fi bre specialist 
vskcorrinaldi.co.uk. 

‘We started talking about having a 
fairing made,’ explains Mark. ‘Dennis 
Willey had a set of Aaron Slight’s WSB 
bodywork and we asked John if he 
could copy it... exactly.’

‘We said, “Please tell us now if you 
can’t. We’d rather you do that than it 
ends up wrong again.’ But John was 
adamant. And the results speak for 
themselves. It fi ts perfectly and the 
quality is on a par with pretty much 
anything. The fairing and seat unit 
cost £1800 and Mark reckons ‘it fi ts 
like factory stuff’. In fact, Mark was so 
impressed when he saw the quality of 
the work he couldn’t bring himself to 
cover it with his planned Lucky Strike 
Suzuka Endurance racer paintjob.

‘I met Guy Martin when I was over 
for the Manx and we spent about 40 
minutes talking about the bike. And 
he said, “Don’t paint it! Less is more.”’

The tubes for the air scoops in the 
1999 top fairing are too big for the 
1994 tank and vice versa. John Corrin  
came to the rescue again. The fi nished 
tubes are round, not rectangular like 
a stock RC45. It took him three weeks 
to create one-off intakes that fi tted at 
both ends and look factory.

Very little of the original RC45 
remains. The  rear shock survived the 
cull, but it’s now bolted to an HRC kit 
swingarm. The Marchesini wheels 
were refurbished, but never made it 
back on the bike. Mark considered 
HRC wheels, but he had already 
decided he wasn’t going to make an 
exact replica. The HRC mag wheels 
look very much like boring Fireblade 

IN THE EARLY DAYS PB dismissed 
the RC45 as over-priced and under-
powered – as a road bike it was over 
£17,980 in 1994, when a Kawasaki 
ZXR750 L1 was £7950. But to judge 
it as solely a road machine is missing 
the point. It was designed, right 
from the start, to be festooned in 
HRC race-kit bits and win races – it 
was built to be modif ed. The small 
production run of stock road bikes 
was just a consequence. The RC45’s 
job was to win superbike races. 
As well as being a much-needed 
replacement to the aging RC30 in 
WSB, Honda badly needed a bike to 
win the Suzuka 8-hours race.  

Some say that in the 90s a Suzuka 
win was more important than a 
500GP title and new rules banning 
prototype machines meant that 
Honda needed a competitive bike. 
The machine was an evolution. The 
RC45 has gear-driven cams, like its 
predecessor the RC30, but Honda 
extensively redesigned the engine 

to make it more compact and was 
updated with fuel-injection too. 

The RC45 won the 8-hours in 
its debut year, then again in 1995. 
Edwards and Haga beat it with the 
Yamaha YZF750 in 1996, but the 
Honda V4 won again in 97, 98 and its 
f nal year 99, by which time it had a 
double-sided swingarm, two-into-one 
pipes up either side of the bike and a 
very funky Lucky Strike red paintjob. 
It was retired when the equally 
dominant VTR1000 SP-1 V-twin took 
over. The highlight being a holidaying 
Valentino Rossi winning on it in 2001.

Since 1994, Honda has won 17 
Suzuka 8-hours to Suzuki’s two and 
Yamaha’s one. Kawasaki last won in 
1993 with the ZXR-7, the last year of 
the F1 prototype rules. 

The RC45 also won a World 
Superbike title with John Kocinski, 
in 1997, and AMA Superbike the 
following year with Ben Bostrom. 
Philip McCallen, Joey Dunlop and 
Steve Hislop won TTs on the V4 too. 

RC45 THE HISTORY

LEFT

Simple Akrapovic 
stainless steel 
exhaust with 
single carbon-
wrapped can 
looks the part 

ABOVE

Steve Hislop won 
the Senior TT in 
1994 on an RC45 

rims, so Mark bought BST carbon 
wheels from HPS, but he specifi ed 
black anodised bolts for the rear hub, 
rather than the usual stainless ones – 
another example of Mark’s exacting 
standards.

Meanwhile, exact copies of HRC 
radiators were commissioned by Mark 
and fabricated by Bora. 

The race loom was modifi ed to take 
indicators, so the bike could pass an 
MoT. Mark had a choice of exhausts, 
but went for a stainless Akrapovic 
with a carbon-sleeved silencer. He’d 
seen a very similar one on McCallen’s 
RC45 and liked the simple look of it.

The rear axle is another example 
of Mark’s determination to get 
things cock-on, mixed with a dash of 
pragmatism. ‘You just can’t get HRC 
ones now, but I managed to get my 
hands on a damaged one. A local 
engineering fi rm was able to modify 
my original axle to HRC spec. The 
new nut is left-hand threaded so is self 
tightening and it just gives it that race 
look. It’s a work of art.’ But then that’s 
true of the whole bike.
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